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LuLu MaLL, KOCHI



QUIESCASA OTIUMLIVO

VERSATIL SOFA RECLINER

LOUNGERCUBO AMET POWER LIFT

CORNER SOFA RECLINER

P R O D u C T  C O L L E C T I O N

LUXE

GRACIEUXELEGANTEARMONIA GRANDE

SIGNATUREMILLOR MODERNI

innOVatiOn, aeStHetiCS, FUnCtiOnalitY. Find them all here.  

A result of an undying passion for craft, technology and art; our recliner collection has everything to soothe your senses.  
Offering breakthrough designs and strikingly creative textures along with contemporary features and incredible innovations,  
each recliner is complemented by exquisite detailing and elegance, to say the least.

Go ahead, add a refreshing touch to your lifestyle with our range of finest recliner furniture. 



A R M O N I A
Armonia is nothing but a harmony between comfort and grace.

The modern you deserves a contemporary model like Armonia which speaks only one language… the language of serenity.
Offering optimal ergonomic support and comfort, this model offers you contentment in every viewing angle with lumbar support.
Designed to mesmerize, its sharp looks make it the center of attraction. It’s time you fell in
love with absolute perfection!

*Accessories shown are not part of standard model.

aRMOnia



E L E G A N T E
What creates a spellbinding & soothing aura is spelled as Elegante.

A true trend setter, this innovative chair offers the best of both the worlds. While its graceful appearance  
adds splendor to your living rooms, its cushioned seat and arms serve you with utmost coziness. 
So craft your comfort just the way you want and enhance your cinema experiences.

Chaise Footrest

eleGante

Non Chaise Footrest



Grandé, a tranquil journey for those who seek grandness in life.

Born out of fascination, this recliner has everything to ignite your imagination for utter comfort and  
absolute elegance. The masterstroke of a craftsman, this recliner has two motors- one for backrest & one for  
seat and footrest, to soothe your senses at once. Giving this phenomenon machinery an equally phenomenon shape, 
it is crafted with graceful and contemporary upholstery, making it eye-catchy, elegant, 
chic and most importantly, unique! The lap of optimum composure awaits you. 

Double Motor Function

G R A N D E
GRanDe



G R A C I E U X
Meet Gracieux, comfort and looks, a class apart!

What can we say about this modern marvel! Designed with just comfort in mind and adorned with a craft that is beyond beautiful, 
it is there to add grace to both - your life and lifestyle. The recliner reflects a two tone feel that keeps you hooked to it, while 
its contour back invite you for yet another experience of utmost comfort. Take a nap in this magical chair and experience 
the true definition of tranquility. 

*Accessories shown are not part of standard model.

MODeRniGRaCieUX



L U X E
A blend of luxury and tranquility, Luxe is beyond imaginations and possibilities.

Stretching imaginations and innovations, Luxe stands tall when it comes to ultimate calmness. Equipped with 
an ultimate arm and back support, its flappable and adjustable back cushions take you to a journey of calmness as 
its timeless beauty keeps you mesmerized. Come; lay down in the arms of comfort.

*Accessories shown are not part of standard model.

lUXe



M I L L O R
Unveiling the world of comforts and panache with Millor.

Stitched with the thread of elegance, draped with sheer elegance and designed to turn heads, Millor is a true  
show stealer. Designed ergonomically keeping in mind the space constraint in the home cinema environment, it offers  
flappable and adjustable back cushions allowing you to modify its comfort yourself. Craft a  
magical aura around in style!

*Accessories shown are not part of standard model.

MillOR



M O D E R N I
Absolute serenity has finally taken an equally satiating shape in Moderni.

Ease, contentment, pure ecstasy… that’s what you experience the moment you be seated in this chair.
Shaped to catch every eye, the contemporary look of this masterpiece echoes sheer grace.
Crafted on the blueprint of magnificence, its straight line design not only separates it
from other designer chairs but makes it superior too. The brilliance of comforts awaits you.

*Accessories shown are not part of standard model.

MODeRni



S I G N A T U R E
Signature, it defines the pleasures of superiority… of being at the top, above all.

Incredible, enthralling, calming, heavenly… you will surely run out of words to describe this masterpiece.
With its softest feather-like seat and the cushiony arms, this recliner is designed to provide  
maximum comfort to your whole body.

Equipped with the most advanced technologies, Signature obeys your every command to serve you nothing but the best.
The most elegant design in its class, the mere appearance of Signature will enhance the décor of your Home theater
as well as Living room. 

*Accessories shown are not part of standard model.

SiGnatURe



Home is the ultimate destination that provides peace of mind. Casa comes next to it.

Just like a home, Casa emits coziness with its every feature. Be it its feather-soft cushioning that sooth you
just the moment you sit on it, or the splendid design that simply enriches the surroundings, or the  
flexible back that bends to provide maximum comfort… this recliner has everything to charm you 
with its brilliance. Step in to a warm homely ambience!

C A S A
CaSa



L I V O
Step into the realm of relaxation to achieve ultimate ecstasy with Livo.

Opening horizons of contentment for you, this Swivel Glider recliner is designed to easily glide and swivel at 360 degree. 
A rare blend of enthralling design and indulging comfort, Livo has the appereance to adorn your spaces while calming 
you with its cozy pillow pad seat and padded arm rest. Take the weight off your feet and revive yourself.

*Accessories shown are not part of standard model.

liVO



O T I U M
Experiencing sheer comfort while stepping towards peacefulness defines Otium.

Wouldn’t it be nice to experience contentment at every step on your way to serenity. 
Otium is there to give you that heavenly feel. Its smooth motorized reclining functionality 
helps one to be at ease and can be stopped anywhere in between offering infinite contented positions.
Its self-adjustable back support and flappable & adjustable back cushions craft a comfort zone.
A journey of pleasure awaits you. Come aboard!

OtiUM



Q U I E S
Quies is where warmth and peacefulness revolve in harmony.

Designed under the blue print of flawlessness, this astonishing recliner has the charm to 
sooth you the moment you take a seat in it. Ergonomically designed, the complete lumbar 
support of Quies unwinds you with its feather-soft flappable and adjustable 
back cushions. Making it distinctive is its 360 degree rotation function that 
adds amusement to the comfort. Take a break from the chaos and simply recline in it for peace.

QUieS



C U B O
The boundless sensation of calmness comes only with Cubo.

Freeing you from the limits of compulsions, Cubo is equipped with a body movement 
feature that allows one to rest in a flat, horizontal, or recumbent position on this 
chair. And as you choose you experience maximum comfort with this 
unique feature, the dazzling looks of this work of art complement the richness of 
your living room/home theater. Dwell in the boundless world of comfort!

CUBO



A M E T
Amet, an answer to sooth your senses.

Amet is not just a recliner; it’s your own relaxation zone. The moment you take a seat in it, 
it will fill your senses with ultimate tranquility and contentment while relaxing your 
body with utmost relief. Above and beyond the warmth it provides, its stunning design 
makes it ideal for your room while its economical pricing suits 
your budget.

eCO RanGe
Available in Black and Brown colour only

When warmth is draped around innovation, Power Lift is formed.

Power Lift recliner is an apt choice for those who long for ease and relaxing experiences.
But what sets it apart is its special feature that assists anyone who requires help standing up or sitting down.
A smooth and quiet motor fixed in this recliner gently lifts the entire chair up to assist you to a standing position.
Experience state-of-the-art technology blended with compassion of comfort!

P O W E R  L I F T



Lounger Storage

V E R S A T I L
If anything can depict sheer rejuvenation, it is indeed our versatile recliner lounger- Versátil.

Based on an insight that different hours of a day require different body postures to relax, this multipurpose  
marvel has been shaped to make your whole day, a serene one. While the beautiful design of this showstopper 
makes it an art piece for your living room, its hidden storage space beneath the lounger lets you store 
your belongings in it. Go ahead, surrender to the absolute versatility and enjoy the comfort of a sofa 
and a lounger in a recliner.

Lounger Back Tilt

*Accessories shown are not part of standard model.

New Model

VeRSatil



SOFa
ReClineR



S O F a  R e C L I N e R
Craft your favorite model as a Recliner Sofa to add that extra oomph of coziness.

An absolute choice for your new living room, this Recliner Sofa, with its adaptable  
postures and hassle free bending, assures you a cozy sitting experience. An eye-catching furniture 
addition in your home décor, it is expertly designed with the perfect texture to give your home that 
extra luxury touch. Go forward; get spoilt for choice with its dual  
functionality as it fulfills the purpose of a sofa & a recliner.

SOFa
ReClineR

*Accessories shown are not part of standard model.

Design : Otium

Design : Quies

Design : Casa



L O U N G E R S
Craft your favorite model as a Lounger to add that extra oomph of coziness.

Bringing distinct style to your home, this exotic lounger relaxes you with its soft, resilient cushioning 
and makes you relish the rich comfort. While it takes away your stress, its storage space smartly conceals 
all your belongings that you need the most while moving towards tranquility. Take it home and 
lounge in style in any part of your home. 

lOUnGeRS



C O R N E R  S O F A  R E C L I N E R
Isn’t it unfair that you deck your spaces with our recliners, but leave the corners unhappy? Well, it’s time to play fair! 
Presenting Corner Sofa Recliners, the ‘L’ shaped sofa recliner concept, tailor-made for corners in the room. 
A combination of sofa and recliner, this concept will surely push everything else on your bucket list to a corner. 
What’s more! You can accessories it your way to up your seating experience.

CORneR 
SOFa 
ReClineR



S O F A  S L E E P E R  ( P u l l  o u t  p o p  u p )
Comfort - that’s one thing that each one of us wants to multiply. And that’s why we bring to you Sofa Sleeper system, 
a concept made to multiply your comfort at multiple levels. A pull out pop up sofa sleeper system, 
it can be used as both – a sofa and a bed. So now, don’t hold back your desires; 
whatever your mood or requirement is, suit yourself!

SOFa SleepeR



S O F A  S L I D E R
Bliss is when you get things without asking for them. And this sofa slider does the same for you! No command, no pressing of buttons, the 
moment you stretch yourself on this sofa, it transforms into a cinema seat to accommodate you. Yes, you read that right! When you put 
your weight on its back, the seat slides forward and back goes down automatically, giving you all the comfort you desire. Giving normal 
cinema seats a run for their money, it is an upgraded version when it comes to comfort, looks and life of a seat. Go on, throw your weight 
around and see the magic!

Available in two sizes and selected designs only. .

SOFA SLIDER

Dimensions

27”

32” 38”

43”

35” 42”

43”

SOFA SLIDER PLUS

SOFa SliDeR



Metal Switch 
(For Single MoTor)

Adding to the elegance of our recliners, 
we offer Metal Switch controller with them. 
Designed to fascinate, the sharp metallic 
looks of the switch is an amalgamation 
of flair and comfort.

Backlit Switch

While this one-touch chair operation button
adds to your comfort, its round shape,
backlit light blue colour and smooth glossy
finish will spread the elegant shine in your
surroundings.

Backlit Oval Swtich

It is stylish. It is glossy. It is full of 
conveniences. It is here to up your 
comfort quotient. Just add this oval-shaped 
button which comes with a blue LED 
to your recliner and operate your 
recliner not only effortlessly 
but smartly too. 

USB Backlit Switch

Want to relax in your recliner without the 
worries of charging your phone? USB Backlit 
switch is here for you! A round switch 
with blue LED, it not only lets you charge 
your portable devices with its inbuilt 
USB port, but also lets you take control 
of your recliner.

a C C E S S O R I E S
LITTLE NAP offers a wide range of Accessories options to make your Recliner an integral part of your comfort.

chiller glass holder

While you chill out sitting in the  
lap of comfort with your recliner, let  
the Multifunction Glass holder with Chiller  
chill your drink. No need to run to the  
fridge again and again, just activate the  
chiller and enjoy your drink while you  
watch a movie or just relax.

touch glass holder

Deck your recliner with this Premium  
glass holder that is as convenient as it  
can be. The Black finished, waterproof  
and dustproof body of this glass holder 
lets you place your drinks in it without 
worrying about any damage.

Light & CooL Cup hoLder

Every little detail holds a great impact! Like 
this Light and Cool Cup Holder, which not only 
makes your recliner look cooler but keeps your 
drinks cool too. What’s more! Its waterproof 
and dustproof features add to its advantages, 
and your conveniences too.

MASSAGER GLASS HOLDER

Now find the moments of nirvana in our 
recliner with Back Massager feature. With-
two vibrators installed in the back of the 
recliners which provide vibration massage 
to the occupant, our intelligent massager 
operates in a predefined manner to suit 
just what you need.



SIDE TABLE IN LAMINATE
(WITH & WITHOUT BACKLIT ACRYLIC)

Introduce your recliner to an equally stylish 
and resourceful accessory – Side Table. Made 
with world-class laminate, it is placed on the 
side of the recliner so that you can keep your 
belongings near you when experiencing the 
comfort of your recliner. Not just this, you can 
also deck it with lamps, showpieces etc. to add 
to the surroundings. Available in two options 
with backlit acrylic* and without backlit acryl-
ic, it can be customized in any size.

*This acrylic is just for beautification, onyx design acrylic with amber backlight.

*This acrylic is just for beautification, onyx design acrylic with amber backlight.

LAMP - SHADE

Light up your surroundings with this classy 
Lampshade which is designed ingeniously to 
compliment your style. Made up of metal with 
chrome finish, it has an On/Off lever switch to 
enhance your easiness. Simply place it on the 
side table and get ready to receive countless 
compliments. 

CLADDED SIDE TABLE
(WITH & WITHOUT BACKLIT ACRYLIC)

Perfection can’t be further perfected, 
but can surely be enhanced! That’s why 
we give you these stylish Side Tables. Get 
these tables cladded to your recliner and 
get the next level of comfort as they serve you 
with enough space to keep your belongings 
on them. Have these tables in the same 
leatherette as on the recliner if you adore sim-
plicity, or have them designed in 
contrasting colors if you are open for experi-
ments. 

LAMP - CyLindriCAL

Have a taste for art? Here’s something to 
feed those palettes. Made up of metal, this 
cylinder-shaped lamp is nothing less than a 
masterpiece which illuminates your ambiance 
with just a click. It also simplifies its operation 
with a On/Off lever switch. 

a C C E S S O R I E S
LITTLE NAP offers a wide range of Accessories options to make your Recliner an integral part of your comfort.

Dual Motor Controls

4 Button Metal switch 
(For DoUBLE MoTor)

Adding to the comfort is our 4 Button 
Metal Switch panel that lets you operate 
the seat and the backrest with just a 
touch. And when it comes to its design, its 
metallic finish complements the charming 
aesthetics of our recliner.

DUAL MOTOR GLASS HOLDER

Experience the next level of comfort with 
this imported Glass holder that not 
only cools your drinks but also makes your 
reclining moments cooler with recliner 
touch controls that operate both 
backrest & footrest.

DUAL MOTOR BACKLIT 
SWITCH

As our recliners add luxury to your lives, 
you can add more charm to them with 
Dual Motor Backlit Switch. While this 
Glossy oval shaped switch complements 
the glamour of your chair with its Backlit 
blue led, its four buttons, to operate Dual 
Motor Recliner, complement the comfort 
it provides

4 Button Remote

Wouldn’t it be nice to control your 
recliner with a remote? We think it 
would be and that’s why we give you 
a 4 Button Remote for dual motor 
operations. Now just sit back and enjoy 
your naps in your recliner and 
operate it without bending to reach 
to the switch. 



upholstery

Suit yourself with a plethora of  
upholstery options like Leatherite, Suede,  
and Italian Leather. Choose the colour  
to deck your recliner and match your  
interiors to add  grace to your spaces.

glass holder

Now escape from the hassle of spilling  
your drinks while you watch a movie 
relaxing on your recliner with ‘Glass holder’. 
Strategically placed on the arm of the 
chair, it gives you the convenience 
of placing your drinks in it and enriches 
your movie experiences.

Available in Stainless steel body
Available in two shades: Chrome Finish &
Gun Metal Finish.

CHROME

GUNMETAL

lighted footrest

Designed especially to convert your  
spaces into plush lounges, these 
strategically placed lights add grace 
to your recliners too. Brighten up your 
interiors with these marvels.

lighted glass holder

Lighted cup holder, the innovative  
product in its own, enhances your movie  
experience with the convenience of a cup  
holder and the elegance of its 
soothing light.

Backlit Remote

The option of Backlit Remote has been
added to simply spoil you with utmost
comfort. As its dazzling looks capture your
eyes, its one touch operation makes
operating the recliner very easy.

a C C E S S O R I E S
LITTLE NAP offers a wide range of Accessories options to make your Recliner an integral part of your comfort.

bluetooth control

Experience the rarest blend of  
convenience and technology with  
‘Bluetooth chair control’. Simply 
connect and pair your smartphone/
android phone with your recliner and 
operate your recliner through
your phone.

HIDDEN SENSOR PADS

Making sure that nothing spoils the  
charm of your recliner, we have Hidden 
Sensor Pads fixed under the upholstery of 
the recliner. Performing brilliantly from  
behind the scene, they give you the  
comfort of operating your recliner  
with just a touch.

touch sensor

The next level of recliners starts with this
‘Touch sensor Button’. Placed on the arm of
the recliner, these two steel buttons let you
command your recliner with just a feather
touch on the buttons.



swivel table

Accessorize your recliner with this  
revolving table to up your comfort 
quotient. Simply slide it in when you 
need it and up your comfort quotient 
with panache.

CLADDED swivEL tAbLE 

Symmetry is the key to enhanced beauty. 
And this feature stands true to this philosophy. 
Now as you embellish your recliner with 
this revolving table to upsurge your 
convenience, you can have the same 
leatherette on table as that on the 
Recliner to enhance the charisma 
of your chair.

USB PORT

We fused comfort with technology  
to giveyou this amazing feature to jazz 
up your recliners. just charge your phone 
or Tablet with this port while you relax 
your senses. With so many possibilities, 
you will surely be spoilt for choice.

POP UP USB PORT

A sheer blend of modern technology 
and creative thinking, this smart pop up 
USB port, with two ports to connect two 
devices at a time, appears and conceals 
itself as per your command. When you 
need it, just push it and watch it appear on 
the surface and when you don’t want to 
see it, push it down again to merge it 
into the surface making the surface 
flawless again.

REVERSIBLE CUP HOLDER

Now no need to pause your favorite 
movie and rush to the kitchen to get your 
favorite drink as Reversible Cup Holder 
gives you the convenience of a cup holder 
and lets you enjoy your favorite movie 
uninterruptedly. What separates it from 
other cup holders is the fact that it  
can be used as a glass holder too  
when required.

Audio system

Innovation speaks for itself, and so 
does the in-built speakers in our 
recliners. Enabling you to enjoy your 
favourite tracks, this interface lets you 
play your music via I-phone,
USB, SD Card, Aux & Bluetooth.

BATTERY BACKUP

Being a pioneer we keep on  
innovating ways to give you extra 
comfort through our recliners and  
accessories. Introducing Battery 
Backup feature we now give you 
the freedom to use your recliner at 
any part of the house or even take it 
outdoors with you. Preinstalled in our 
recliners, this rechargeable battery 
backup runs up to 200 cycles once 
fully charged.

a C C E S S O R I E S
LITTLE NAP offers a wide range of Accessories options to make your Recliner an integral part of your comfort.

seat sensor

Brilliance has taken a shape to astonish 
you. While our recliners sooth your senses, 
this seat sensor senses your presence 
on it through your weight and activates 
itself the moment you lay on it and 
deactivates the operations 
when you leave.



CAll button system

A phenomenon in cinema industry, this
feature simply enhances the comfort level
for both- the guests and the hosts. As 
your guests enjoy the movie, they can 
order food and drinks from their seats 
via a softly illuminated call button. 
Not only this, these call buttons also 
act as a seat number, hence providing 
utmost convenience.

wireless mobile 
charging docket

Imagine yourself peacefully relaxing in the 
comfort of your recliner and suddenly it is 
disturbed with the ‘Low Battery’ beep of your 
mobile. Annoying no? Escape such frustrating 
moments with this Wireless Mobile Charging 
Docket which can be either placed on side 
table or on the recliner itself. Simply place 
your phone into it and charge your phone. And 
in case your phone doesn’t support wireless 
charging, don’t sweat, you can always charge it 
with the USB port.

VENTILATED SEAT

Pamper yourself the utmost way with 
Ventilated seats which come with both 
Heating pads & Cooling technology with 
perforated upholstery. Simply switch on 
these pads and escape to a world of utmost 
tranquility.

seat warmer

If you are looking for utmost  
warmth in our recliner, then 
‘Seat warmer’ surely ends your search. 
Not only it warms the seat and  
backrest of the recliner, the seat warmer 
eliminates fatigue and is great for 
those who suffer from backache. 
These seat warmers can be fitted to 
any make and model of recliner without 
changing the shape of the seat.

a C C E S S O R I E S
LITTLE NAP offers a wide range of Accessories options to make your Recliner an integral part of your comfort.

STORAGE TABLE

Add grace to your recliner and  
interiors with our elegant and neat 
looking side table which opens its 
front storage with just a push. So 
next time you plan a long chat or a 
movie with your family, store all that 
you need in it and enjoy break-free 
experiences.

PUSH STORAGE IN ARM

Knowing that once you get seated in our 
comforting chairs, you wouldn’t want to leave 
it for trivial things, we offer you this intelligent 
accessory- ‘Push Storage in Arm’. Simply add it 
to your recliner and store all that you need in 
it and experience uninterrupted nirvana in the 
lap of comfort.

hidden storage

Enrich your recliner by adding the
magnificence of hidden storage box in it.
Tactically placed at the arm rest, this 
hidden storage space lets you 
keep your possessions
and belongings in it.

Lounger Storage

 Knowing that once you perch in your 
recliner, you would hate to get up, we have 
designed lounger storage for you. Just lift it up 
to open, store anything and everything of 
your need, push it down to close and embark 
on a journey of utmost comfort with your 
recliners.



Adjustable 
Head Cushions

Side Pocket

Call Button

Glass Holder

Recliner Wheels

Swivel Table

C u S T O M  M a K E
Our Recliners are made available in various designs, sizes, patterns , upholstery colors and can be 
customised according to the given details by the clients to enhance the seating experience.

Double StitchTop Stitch

Available Seat Width: 

MOTORISED HEaD-REST
Have an appetite for more comfort? Soothe it with Motorised Headrest

A head support which is operated by motor to provide infinite relaxing positions to your 
head. Assuring complete safety, this silent performer operates only in theatre models and 
provides a jerk-free movement. Furthermore, halting at many levels, it lets you achieve the 
best viewing angle as per your requirement.

a C C E S S O R I E S
LITTLE NAP offers a wide range of Accessories options to make your Recliner an integral part of your comfort.

ipad table

To transform your imagination, we  
have transformed our chairs with latest
innovations. The swirl table with tilt 
function attached to the chair can 
be used as I-PAD table to let you surf 
the net while you soothe yourself 
with the ultimate calmness.

touch reading light

Touch the latest technology with this
feature. Touch Reading Light is the focused
light that lets you read your favourite
magazines, books while you lay back on your
recliner. Designed under the blueprint of
style, its charming appearance forces
everyone for that second look.

EMBROIDERY

Everybody loves to have their own signature 
style on whatever they love and adore, then 
why not you? With embroidery on head flap/ 
headrest, now you can add your signature, 
name or even your logo to these masterpieces 
and have your personal touch to them.

BLUETOOTH AUDIO

They say music is the utmost source of tranquil-
ity. And we can’t agree more. That’s why we 
give you an audio system which comprises of 
two speakers to give you rich music output. Get 
it installed in your single seater chair, connect 
it with Bluetooth, and disconnect yourself from 
all the anxieties of the world to lose yourself in 
serenity.  



eROS, GHaZiaBaD

C I N E M a  P R O J E C T S
Some of our executed Cinema images are presented below.

PVR CINEMA - NEW DELHI R&S CINEMAS - ANAND (GUJARAT)

RAJHANS CINEMA - GUJARAT THE VIEW BY KRIAN - MUMBAI GRAND CINEMAS - GURUGRAM



WAVE CINEMAS - LUCKNOW carnival cinEMa (ODEOn) - nEw DElhi

GORANTLA MULTIPLEX - ONGOLE (AP) RAJHANS CINEMA -  GUJARAT

more cINemAs :
1930 VASCO (K SERA SERA) - GOA
ANURADHA CINEPLEX - GUWAHATI
CHAWLA MULTIPLEX - RUDRAPUR (UK)
CINE GRAND - PARK CENTER SOFIA, BULGARIA
CINE GRAND - STRAND MALL, BURGAS, BULGARIA
CINE PRIME - GUNTUR (AP)
CITYMAX CINEMA - ROHTAK, HARYANA
DREAM THEATRE - GUWAHATI (ASSAM)
EOS CINEMA - SHAHDOL, NAGDA & JHABUA (MP)
GALLERIA ANJALEE - SHILLONG 
GOLD CINEMA - AGRA (UP)
IP CINEMA - VARANASI (UP)
K SERA SERA MINIPLEX - MALOUT (PUNJAB)
MOVIETIME - NEW DELHI & JAMMU
OMJEE CINEMA - BARNALA (PUNJAB)
RAVE CINEMA - RUDRAPUR (UK)
SHIVA MULTIPLEX - ODISHA
SIMAX CINEMA - JAMMU
SUNCITY CINEMA - HALDWANI & BHIWANI
TIMEOUT ENTERTAINMENT - AMBIKAPUR (CG)
VINAY CINEMA - GANDHIDHAM (GUJARAT)
& MANY MORE...

HeALTHcAre INsTITUTIoNs :
MAX INSTITUTE OF CANCER CARE - NEW DELHI
MEDANTA THE MEDICITY - GURUGRAM
SAROJ SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL - NEW DELHI
SHROFF EYE CENTRE - GURUGRAM
SIR GANGA RAM KOLMET HOSPITAL - NEW DELHI
VENKATESHWAR HOSPITAL - NEW DELHI
& MANY MORE...SSRM, BUlGaRia



SIGNATURE millor elegante

MILLOR + ELEGANTE luxe CASA HT

H O M E  T H E a T R E  P R O J E C T S
Some of our executed Home Theatre images are presented below.

MILLOR

Luxe ARMONIA

ELEGANTE

MODERNI

automotive - tempo tRaveLLeR



W O R L D  C L A S S  C O M P O N E N T S
Our products are an investment that lasts over time to give you the comfort you deserve each day.  
That is why we ensure that our recliners are made of finest raw material available worldwide.

R

S

REcLINER MEcHANISM REcLINER MoToR

SEAT SPRINGS FoAM

THREAD ADHESIVEPoLyFIBER

wooDEN FRAME

LEATHERETTE

ITALIAN LEATHER

L a Y O u T  I D E a S
Following are the seating layouts along with dimensions for your theatre. Being a manufacturer we offer highest levels of flexibility to
customize your very own entertainment space.

COMMON aRM CONCEPT

LOVE SEaT CONCEPT

WEDGE ARM CONCEPT

DOUBLE ARM CONCEPT
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60 inches
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Our 
USP

An Indian brand with global appreciation - Little Nap Designs Pvt. Ltd.  is dedicated to develop world class recliners 
for Homes, Home Theatres, Cinemas, Hospitals, Club Houses, Preview Theatre, Automotive etc. and has been consistently  
introducing new designs and innovations in its exceptional products. 

Little Nap has been penning down success stories since its commencement in 2011. Taking comfort to the whole  
new level with our state-of-the-art features and incredible innovations, we today, have set new benchmarks of 
recliners in the industry with our marvels.

With a wide variety of exquisite and smart recliner furniture, we offer relaxation in every shape and mode. 
From simple recliners to stress-free Motorized models, from Push Back and Auto Lift to softest feather-like Comforters, 
from elegant Royal models to amusing Swivel Glider, our wide range of recliners will surely leave you spoilt for choice.

BRAND PHILOSOPHY
Naps. They are the little heavenly moments that separate you from all the chaos and strains of life to give you 
pure tranquility. They fill your senses with the contentment, taking you to an imaginary land of ultimate calmness. 
At Little Naps, we create the vehicles that take you to this fantasy land, the most comfortable way.

CUSTOMER FIRST
With a customer focused approach, we welcome customers’ needs and strive at all times to exceed 
their expectations. Be it in the quality of our products or customization of recliners, we offer them numerous  
accessories and features to add their signature style to their chairs.
 
OuR REaCH
While our new showrooms, spread across metropolitan cities of India, makes us a household name, our online 
presence and a strong & wide dealer network throughout the nation leave no stone unturned to reach out to every nook 
and corner of the nation. 

“We are the creators of the most relaxing products ever made; 
still we choose to remain restless to achieve more.”

B R A N D  I N T R O D U C T I O N



M a n u f a c t u r i n g  u n i t s
What marks the success and stature of our brand is our two state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. 

spread over massive 35000 sq.ft., both the facilities are equipped with modern machineries and high - end hand tools- to 
craft a flawless chair every time.

thoughtfully designed, their full setups have been done on the ground floor and are equipped with all the safety measures. 
What make them exceptional are their dedicated studios for photoshoots of recliner chairs, 

where our little marvels get their first photoshoot done. 

While a cafeteria, in each unit, with entertainment 
devices comforts our employees, all these amenities help up manufacture chairs that 

comfort you.



IndIa mart trust seal

AN ISO 9001 : 2008 
certIfIed cOmpANy

THE WORLD’S GREATEST LEADERS - 
2015 ASIA & GCC

by

aRCH OF 
eXCellenCe - 2014

inDia’s BeSt 
SME - 2015

tOp 100 SMe in 
india - 2017

A W A R D S  &  C E R T I F I C A T I O N
“Recognition Brings More Gratification to Our Endeavors”

Our Brand Little Nap has been conferred with the 
“World’s Greatest Brand, 2015 - Asia & GCC” 

in Dubai, UAE in Dec 2015.
The award ceremony was a part of the

Indo UAE Business Summit 2015 and 120 Brands & 
Leaders were felicitated at the Grand Ceremony.

This was an initiative of United Research Services (URS) & 
PWC - PriceWaterHouseCoopers as the Process Reviewer.

TM



TM

Innovation 
Redefined

Repo s e
Massage chair

a stunning 3600 beauty. 
a product delivered with 

amalgamation of 
technology and 

imagination.

Robocura’s Cozier is The Most Modern Massage Sofa

Coz i e r
Massage  sofa

3D “retractable” rollers 
move 4 ways in & out and left and 

right to provide a exceptional 
massage therapy and retract 

when not being used. 
The chair is comfortable 

on your back as a sofa 
for many hours 

of seating. 

COMFORTABLE

FROM tHe HOUSe OF 

Relax 
for early Morning or noon 
Leisure massage to generate 
muscle energy

exTeND
after a day long of work this 
function helps to stretch 
and recover the tired mus-
cles which have  been lying 
in one position for long.  

Neck ShoUlDeR
this function focuses on neck, shoulders and 
back to improve soreness and reducing the 
stress on the muscles.

Back WaiST
focus area shifts to Back, 
Waist and Buttock to 
improve the range of 
motions and helps to 
strengthen the core 
muscles.

ZeRo
this position 
reduces the stress on the 
body helping the massage 
to be the most effective. 

aUTo PRogRamS

M A S S A G E  P R O D U C T S
TM

Opulan t
massage chair

shoulder Massage

neck Massage

Back Massage

Hip Massage

Leg Massage

arm Massage

foot Massage

is a perfect blend of luxurious design and technology 
innovation chairs to bring you an unparalled 
experience of reflexology.

maSTeR TechNiqUe. moRe PRofeSSioNal maSSage exPeRieNce

Kneading KnOcKing Pressing taPPing rOLLing stretcH finger Knead BacK ruBBingKnead & KnOcK

NeW high Tech PaTeNTeD 4D maSSage RolleRS



M A S S A G E  P R O D U C T S FROM tHe HOUSe OF 

Cos s e t
foot massager

Knee & Foot Reflexologist  

Smar t  Pad
wireless Massage Cushion

OnE MASSAGE CUSHIOn FOR DOUBLE USE,
OnE SIDE MASSAGE & OnE SIDE BACk CUSHIOn

Wo w Hug
wireless Shiastu Massage Belt

3D massage belt gives you shiatsu massage 
with ease and comfort of your space. In day to day 

life we all take us strenuous physical activities 
which are putting lots of stress on our 

neck and shoulders. 

TM Aus t i n
massage chair

shoulder
 Massage

Head rest

Back Massage

Hip Massage

Leg Massage

innovative arm 
Massage 

Longest L track 
+ roller for maxi-

mum coverage 

foot Massage

aUTo maSSage PRogRamS: 
RecoveRy / Relief / 
eaSe PaiN / comfoRT
shaitsu massage programmes that 
focuses on revitalising the network of 
energy pathways, to induce relaxation and 
aid healing. the whole day fatigue will be 
taken care in one massage session. 

qUick Relax STReTch / Back yoga / 
hoT RockSan automatic 8 minutes programme 

for quick relaxation and faster 
recovery. the chair automatically 
takes zero gravity position and 
focusses on reviving the energy 
channels and relaxing the sore 
muscle. 

stretch and therapeutic programmes 
which are designed to stretch and 
relive stress on all joints and whole 
body. the programme enhances the 
range of motions reduce the soreness 
of muscle. 

UPPeR BoDy aND 
loWeR BoDy PRogRammeS
as the name suggest the 
programme works towards your 
well-being with focus on upper 
or lower body area.



“COMING TOGETHER IS BEGINNING;

KEEPING TOGETHER IS PROGRESS;

WORKING TOGETHER IS SUCCESS”
HENRY FORD

LuLu MaLL, KOCHI



Illustration and description of products in this catalogue are merely indicative. Little Nap Designs Pvt. Ltd. reserves the right to make any changes  
of aesthetics and/ or functional nature in all of its products without any prior notice.
© LITTLE NAP DESIGNS PVT. LTD.

Mail: info@littlenap.inIVR : +91 8882 800 600

Follow us on:        /littlenap /littlenap1 /little-nap-recliners

www.littlenap.in

LITTLE NAP DESIGNS PVT. LTD.

MG Road Kirti Nagar  |

N E w  D E L H I

Banjara Hills

H y D E R A B A D 

E x c L u S I V E  S H o w R o o M S

Raghuvanshi Mills

M u M B A I

SHoP IN SHoP - BANGALoRE  |  DEHRADuN  |  GHAzIABAD  |  HISAR  |  JABALPuR  |  JAIPuR  |  LuDHIANA  |  PANcHKuLA  |  PuNE  |  RAJKoT  |  VADoDARA


